Prices
As indicated in the PRIMER Program guideline, the cost of training and mentoring is 100%
subsidized. The real cost is 5,000 € per participant. However, the following prices are
established for the rest of the services (all with VAT included).
Pre-registration: 20 € non-refundable for those not selected. It will be subtracted from the
registration cost for the selected participants.
Registration: 200 €. It includes the use of Mas Vinyoles work spaces during the off-training
hours, the use of the pool on weekends, attendance at the "open" complementary activities
and at the final dinner. This is the minimum charge that a participant need to pay. Up to this
price the other contracted services will be accumulated.
Welcome dinner: 30 €.
Meals: 400 €. Includes breakfast and lunch "km0" during the 14 teaching days. We will try to
adapt as much as possible to specific requirements: vegetarian, pork-free, alcohol-free,
gluten- free, etc., which must be specified at the time of pre-registration or registration.
Accommodation: The price of standard accommodation in a shared room and a single bed is
700 €. There will be a discount of 50 € for the folding beds and an extra charge of 50 € for
double beds. The two single-room spaces cost 950 €. If requested, the check-in can be done
on Saturday, October 20th without extra cost.
The organization, will assign each participant the closest option to the one requested in
order of preregistration.
If requested, a stay at a nearby hotel will be budgeted, which will be similar to the cost of
the single room, except for the transportation cost.
Transport: On request, individual and group pick up / drop-off services will be organized and
budgeted at the airport. Except for this case, and those mentioned above, the other
transports will be at the participant’s expense
Complementary activities: The price for the set of activities is of 350 €. In case the
organization decides to suspend the offer of activities, participants who have already paid
for it will be reimbursed. In case of not being able to do any of the planned activities, an
alternative activity will be rescheduled.
Companions: the price and conditions of the different services for the companions will be
the same as for the participants in the course. The accommodation in Torre de Codinac in a
single room (double bed) will have an additional cost of 200 € for the companion (that
makes 1150 € in total). Participants without a companion will have priority. The shared use
of a double bed in a shared room will have an additional cost of 150 € (€ 900 in total).
Companions staying in the nearby hotels will be able to use Mas Vinyoles facilities on
weekends. Those companions without accommodation service must specify it.
The companion of any participant (one for each) who wish to attend the final dinner will pay
a price of € 40.

Standard Packs
We have created the following Packs in order to make the hiring easier. Although it will be
possible to hire any combination of different services. (Including VAT)
Pack Work.
Course registration + welcome dinner. Price 230 €
Pack Work & Live
Includes Pack Work + Meals(breakfast + lunch school days) + Accommodation in single bed
and shared room. Price 1,330 €
Pack Work, Live & Play
Includes Work & Live Pack + the set of recreational-cultural activities. Price: 1,680 €

